The coronavirus infection which originated from Wuhan, China, in December 2019, has turned into a global catastrophe.[@bib1] The virus has been designated as severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease caused by the agent as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).[@bib2] World Health Organization (WHO) pronounced the disease as a pandemic on March 11, 2020.[@bib3] As of May 4th^,^ 2020, the infection has spread to 212 countries and territories around the World and 2 international conveyances, with over 3.5 million cases and around 250000 deaths.[@bib4] The disease on average affects over 33,000 individuals with over 1300 deaths daily. The world community has responded to the challenge of death and devastation with resilience and determination.[@bib5] Governments have implemented lockdown measures, blocked international travel, and enforced other public containment measures to mitigate the virus morbidity and mortality.[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8] There has been a major understanding of the disease as well as the pathogen, and these data have been generated and widely publicized in a matter of days and weeks rather than years and decades, an unprecedented occurrence in the history of medicine.[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12]

Coronavirus family {#sec1}
==================

SARS-CoV-2 belongs to a family of zoonotic viruses known as *Coronavirus*, genus *Betacoronavirus* and is closely related to 2 other viruses namely Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV).[@bib13] All 3 are bat viruses and cross over to cause human infection through an intermediate host (civets for SARS-CoV, camels for MERS-CoV, and possibly pangolins for SARS-CoV-2).[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18] Coronaviruses are enveloped viruses, around 125 nm in diameter, with a positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome of around 30 kb and a nucleocapsid of helical symmetry. This is wrapped in an icosahedral protein shell. The surface has multiple club-shaped spikes, which creates the appearance of solar corona on electron micrsocopy (EM). The viral envelope consists of a lipid bilayer, in which the membrane (M), envelope (E), and spike (S) structural proteins are anchored. All the coronaviruses use angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptors as a cellular entry receptor; however, the propensity of SARS-CoV-2 to attach to these receptors is much higher, giving it high infectivity.[@bib13]

Need for coronavirus vaccine {#sec2}
============================

There has been an intensive search for an effective drug against the virus or the resultant disease and has not led to any breakthrough agents. Few drugs namely hydroxychloroquine and remdesivir have been advocated as desperate measures to fight COVID-19 based on a few preliminary, contradictory, and inconclusive studies.[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23] What we need is a drug that is at least 95% effective to stop the pandemic. These and other drugs may save lives but are nowhere near that power to bring normalcy in the utter chaos caused by the pandemic.[@bib24] This leaves us with only one choice namely an effective and safe vaccine that shall be manufactured as soon as possible and available to all countries and populations affected by the pandemic at an affordable price.[@bib25] ^,^ [@bib26] A vaccine has the power to generate herd immunity in the communities, which will reduce the incidence of disease, block transmission, and reduce the social and economic burden of the disease. Very high immunization coverage can effectively fight the pandemic, prevent secondary waves of infection, and control the seasonal endemic infection outbursts. Eventually, the disease can be eradicated as has happened in many other diseases that have had even with higher potential than COVID-19 to cause pandemics namely smallpox, poliomyelitis, etc.[@bib27] ^,^ [@bib28]

Vaccine immunology {#sec3}
==================

Adaptive Immune Response {#sec3.1}
------------------------

A vaccine is medical preparations ranging from intact organisms (attenuated live or inactivated) to genetically engineered parts of the organisms (antigenic) that induce both arms of the adaptive immune system and stimulate a sufficient number of memory T cells and B lymphocytes.[@bib29] Vaccines should contain antigens necessary to mount the specific response without causing disease. Once challenged with the pathogen, memory cells yield effector T cells and antibody-producing B cells and fight the infection. The antibodies have to be the neutralizing type which binds to the virus and block infection.[@bib30] The virus coated with neutralizing antibodies either cannot interact with the receptor or may be unable to uncoat of the genome. Most currently licensed vaccines induce neutralizing antibody responses capable of mediating long-term protection against lytic viruses such as influenza and smallpox.[@bib31] The T cell--based responses that recognize and kill infected cells do also fight the infection.[@bib32] Following antigen processing in dendritic cells, the small peptides are displayed at the cell surface at the groove of major histocompatibility complex (*MHC*) class I and class II molecules. Cytotoxic T cells (CD8+) recognize MHC class I-peptide complexes and differentiate into cytotoxic effector cells capable of killing infected cells or pathogens. Helper T cells (CD4+) recognize MHC class II-peptide complexes and differentiate in effector cells that produce preferentially T helper 1 cells (Th1) or T helper cells 2 (Th2) cytokines ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). Th1 support CD8+ T cell differentiation, which is in contrast inhibited by Th2-like cytokines. Vaccines against chronic pathogens namely *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, malaria, HCV, HIV, etc. more often require cell-mediated immune responses to control the infection.[@bib33] Figure 1Schematic drawing of 8 platform strategies used for the development of COVID-19 vaccines, and the pathway each one follows to induce T cell and B cell immune response. The strategies include live-attenuated vaccine (**LA)**, inactivated vaccine (**IA**), DNA vaccine (**DNA**), RNA vaccine (**RNA**), viral vector replicating vaccine (**VVR**), viral vector nonreplicating (**VVNR**), virus-like particles (**VLP**), and subunit vaccine (**Subunit**). CV, coronavirus; APC, antigen processing cell.Figure 1

Vaccine-Preventable Diseases {#sec3.2}
----------------------------

The success of a vaccine against a pathogen is a complex issue and depends on the biology of the virus and the type of immune response elicited by the body against the organism. While vaccines have been successful against several pathogens including 14 major infectious diseases,[@bib27] ^,^ [@bib28] not all infectious diseases are vaccine-preventable.[@bib34] ^,^ [@bib35] The development of vaccines against HIV and HCV has proved challenging. These viruses have an extreme genetic heterogeneity including the hypervariable regions (target for neutralizing antibodies), and the mutation contributes to immune escape.[@bib36] The mutations lead to a mixture of genomes in the patient over time and from patient to patient. Also, antibodies mounted against such viral infections are predominantly nonneutralizing. Neutralizing antibodies are often either absent or weak to fight the pathogen or neutralize only a narrow range of circulating viral strains and only appear in a subgroup of patients who either recover or are "elite controller".[@bib37] Another aspect to be considered is whether the virus can be grown in cell culture and transmitted to small animals for experimentation. Since HCV has been discovered by molecular cloning in 1989, its propagation in cell culture has been difficult, which hampers the ability of investigators to experiment with various antigenic components of the virus.[@bib38]

COVID-19 Vaccine Immunology {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

To develop a safe and effective vaccine against COVID-19, we need to consider several things about the SARS-CoV-2 and the immune response against the natural infection and the vaccine.

### Mutations {#sec3.3.1}

Does SARS-CoV-2 mutate, how fast and will mutations cause a phenomenon of immune escape as is seen in HIV and HCV.[@bib34] ^,^ [@bib35] SARS-CoV-2 has shown mutations as is true to every RNA virus. However, the mutations are slow and mild, and mutants show nearly similar sequences as in the parent strain. Dorp et al.[@bib39] studied genomic diversity of SARS-CoV-2 and recorded 198 filtered recurrent mutations; however, most of the mutations were either neutral or even deleterious and of no clinical significance in vaccine immunity. Ahmad et al.[@bib40] found no mutations in 120 available SARS-CoV-2 sequences and identified a set of B cell and T cell epitopes derived from the spike (S) and nucleoprotein (N) proteins that map identically to SARS-CoV-2 proteins. These findings provide a screened set of epitopes that can help guide experimental efforts toward the development of vaccines against SARS-CoV-2.

### COVID-19 Immune Response {#sec3.3.2}

What type of immune response occurs in natural COVID-19 and after vaccination and are antibodies neutralizing in nature? SARS-CoV-2 infection evokes a robust adaptive immune response of both T cell and B cell type arms.[@bib41] ^,^ [@bib42] Furthermore, both IgM and IgG antibodies appear around the 10th day of infection, and most patients seroconvert within 3 weeks. The antibodies are raised against internal nucleoprotein (N) and spike protein (S) of the virion and have neutralizing activity.[@bib43] Now that several candidate vaccines are in the clinical trial, investigators shall study the strength and nature of immune response against the vaccine antigen (mostly spike protein).

### COVID-19 Re-infections {#sec3.3.3}

Are people who recover from COVID-19 infection protected from a second or a third infection? Should re-infections occur, it would imply that immune response against SARS-CoV-2 is not protective, making possibilities of a successful vaccine difficult. There were scary reports from South Korea about patients thought to have recovered from COVID-19 had tested positive again.[@bib44] An intense debate started about re-activation or re-infections of the virus. Soon these reports were put to rest, and the positive sample were found to be residual dead fragments of the virus, not the virus, which had re-activated or re-infected.[@bib45] After these reports, 2 groups of investigators have shown that SARS-CoV-2 antibodies are protective. Bao et al. showed that 2 monkeys who recovered from SARS-CoV-2 infection were protected from re-infection on the challenge during convalescence.[@bib46] Gao et al. administered candidate vaccine *PiCoVacc* Sinovac Biotech to mice, rats, and nonhuman primates. The antibodies raised against the vaccine in animals showed neutralizing ability against SARS-CoV-2 strains. Three immunizations of 2 doses (3 μg or 6 μg per dose) gave partial or complete protection in macaques against SARS-CoV-2.[@bib47] These data are exciting and if reproducible in humans confirm that vaccines against COVID-19 shall be protective.

### Duration of Immunity {#sec3.3.4}

For the COVID-19 vaccination program to succeed, the antibody response mounted against the virus/vaccine must be long-lasting. As of today, it is not possible to address this question as the virus has been in the community only for the last few months. However, we can take leads from data generated about the duration of immunity against 2 other coronaviruses namely SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV.[@bib14] ^,^ [@bib17] Both these viruses, which are closely related to SARS-CoV-2, induce a robust T cell and B cell immune response which is long-lasting. Many candidate vaccines against both these viruses had gone through successful clinical trials and are safe and immunogenic.[@bib48]

### Antibody-Dependent Enhancement {#sec3.3.5}

The greatest fear among vaccine developers is to create a vaccine that does not protect from infection but causes disease exacerbation, increased morbidity, and mortality.[@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51] Some vaccines can mount antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), which negates the basic purpose of vaccination.[@bib52] This response is mediated by the type of nonneutralizing antibodies mounted against infection or vaccination. The immune response to such vaccines is subverted, leading to exacerbated illness. This could be because of Fc receptor- or complement bearing cells-mediated mechanisms. The Fc-region of the antibody binds to FCγR on the immune cells, which subverts the immune response by reducing T~H~1 cytokines (interleukin 2 (IL-2), tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a), and interferon gamma (IFN-g)) and skews T~H~2 cytokines (interleukin 10 (IL-10), interleukin 6 (IL-6), prostaglandin E2 (PGE-2), and interferon alpha (INF-a)) and inhibits signal transducer and activator of transcription protein pathway leading to increased viral replication ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ). ADE is of clinical significance in several viral infections including influenza, RSV, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, Dengue virus, Zika virus, and West Nile virus. Considering ADE is a major impediment to vaccine development, efforts to identify highly selected epitopes have been done to avoid the production of antibodies responsible for disease enhancement.Figure 2Schematic drawing depicting FCγ receptor (FCγR)--mediated antibody-mediated enhancement. This response is mediated by the type of nonneutralizing antibodies mounted against infection or vaccination. The immune response to such vaccines is subverted, leading to exacerbated illness. The Fc-region of the antibody binds to FCγR on the immune cells, which subverts the immune response by reducing T~H~1 cytokines (IL-2, TNF-a, and IFN-γ) and skews T~H~2 cytokines (IL-10, IL-6, PGE-2, and INF-ά) and inhibits STAT pathway leading to increased viral replication. **STAT-A,** signal transducer and activator of transcription protein-A; **IRF,** interferon regulatory factor, **INOS,** inducible nitric oxide synthase.Figure 2

ADE has been reported in animals during vaccination trials with SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV.[@bib14] ^,^ [@bib17] ^,^ [@bib35] Vaccine candidates against coronaviruses based on full-length spike protein induce nonneutralizing antibodies, lack of protection of animals against a viral challenge, and severe disease enhancement presenting as enhanced hepatitis, increased morbidity, and stronger inflammatory response.[@bib17] As of today, there are no reports of ADE with the use of COVID-19 candidate vaccines in nonhuman primates and humans.[@bib51] However, it is an early period in the development of these vaccines, and as the matter is of major importance in the success of such a vaccine, we need to be vigilant. ADE following COVID-19 vaccination if reported can be prevented by shielding nonneutralizing epitopes of S protein by glycosylation or selecting critical neutralizing epitopes of the S antigen to elicit a more robust protective immunity.

Developing a COVID-19 vaccine {#sec4}
=============================

Stages of Vaccine Development {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------

Every new vaccine follows a stringent protocol in Research and Development (R&D) which has to be meticulously followed and completed before it is licensed to be marketed ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). Regulatory authorities namely WHO, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the European Medicines Agency, and national authorities of many countries have issued guidelines relevant to the clinical evaluation of vaccines.[@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib55] The guidelines for vaccine development are more stringent than those meant for drug development. The reason for this is obvious, and the vaccines are for global use, have enormous potential for production and marketing, and are given to healthy populations including children, elderly, and pregnant mothers. The vaccine development follows a unique stepwise pattern and is broadly divided into Exploratory, Preclinical, Clinical, and Postmarketing stages. The clinical stage is divided into 3 phases, namely phases I, II, and III. There are 2 regulatory permissions needed namely "Clinical Trial Authorization" before the clinical stage to allow "First-in-human" testing and "Biologic License Application/Approval" for the marketing of the vaccine after successful clinical trials ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ).Figure 3Schematic drawing showing steps in vaccine development. The vaccine development follows a unique stepwise pattern and is broadly divided into Exploratory, Preclinical, Clinical, and Postmarketing stages. The clinical stage is divided into 3 phases, namely phases I, II, and III. There are 2 regulatory permissions needed namely "Clinical Trial Authorization" before the clinical stage to allow "First-in-human" testing and marketing of the vaccine after successful clinical trials.Figure 3Table 1The Vaccine Development Stages and the Process.Table 1PhaseAimFeaturesExploratory*Develop a vaccine.*Research intensive phase.\
Identify synthetic or natural antigen.\
Develop a vaccine (natural or synthetic).\
Time: 25 years.[b](#tbl1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}\
The success rate to proceed is 40%.[g](#tbl1fng){ref-type="table-fn"}\
Causes of failure based on the nature of the pathogen.Preclinical*The vaccine is safe and immunogenic.*\
*Evaluate the starting dose for human studies.*Subjects: Vaccine is studied in Cell culture & animals.\
Design: Toxicity and antibody response, challenge studies.\
Time: \<1 year.\
The success to proceed is 33%.[g](#tbl1fng){ref-type="table-fn"}\
Causes of a failure---vaccine toxic or ineffective immune response, underfunding.Clinical Trial Authorization*Allow human experiments (Application for IND)*The basis for authorization-Manufacturing steps & analytical methods for vaccine & placebo production,\
Availability and stability of vaccine & placebo during clinical studies.\
Time: within 30 days.Phase I[c](#tbl1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}*First-in-human testing. Vaccine safety and immune response.*Subjects: Healthy volunteers (20-100).\
Site: vicinity of the tertiary care for close observation.\
Design: Escalation study to avoid severe adverse effects (SAEs).\
Monitor: Health outcomes (clinical and laboratory) and antibody production\
Time: a few mon.\
Success rate to proceed 66%.[g](#tbl1fng){ref-type="table-fn"}\
Caution: Follow strict go/no-go criteria based on safety and immunity dataPhase II[c](#tbl1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[d](#tbl1fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[e](#tbl1fne){ref-type="table-fn"}*Vaccine safety, immunity/partial efficacy.*\
*Dose--response, schedule, and method of delivery*Subjects: Healthy volunteers (hundreds), may include a diverse set of humans.\
Site: Community-based (university, colleges, schools, etc).\
Study design: Studied against a placebo, adjuvant, or established vaccine.\
Dose: Test vaccine in different schedules and a diverse set of humans.\
Monitor: Health outcomes (clinical and laboratory) and antibody response\
Partial efficacy data can be procured under circumstances.\
Time: 2yr.\
Success rate to proceed 30%. [g](#tbl1fng){ref-type="table-fn"}Phase III[c](#tbl1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}*Vaccine efficacy and safety*[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Subjects: Target population (thousands).\
Site: Field conditions similar to future vaccine use.\
Design: Vaccine randomized vis-a-vis a placebo, adjuvant, or an established vaccine.\
Monitor: Vaccine efficacy and SAE.\
Time: Many years.\
Success rate to proceed 70%.[g](#tbl1fng){ref-type="table-fn"}Biologic License Application*Marketing of vaccine*[f](#tbl1fnf){ref-type="table-fn"}The basis for approval-The vaccine is safe and effective in humans (Efficacy \>95%).\
Capacity to produce in bulk for market demand.\
Affordable cost to a susceptible population.Phase IV*Postmarketing surveillance*Spontaneous reporting (Adverse Events Reporting System).\
Monitor: Data collected by the end-users.[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8]

### A Race Against Time {#sec4.1.1}

Given the above several facts about vaccine development are glaring. Vaccine development from the exploratory stage to marketing is a lengthy process and generally takes between 5 and 10 years. For the COVID-19 vaccine, this period is being substantially compressed by the use of modern platform technology to develop the candidate vaccine (preclinical stage) and fast authorization by regulatory agencies for clinical trials. It took Moderna Inc. (American biotechnology company based in Cambridge, Massachusetts) only 42 days from sequence analysis of the virus to create a new generation vaccine (mRNA-1273) at the Company\'s cGMP facility. This would have normally taken more than 2 years period without platform technology to develop such a vaccine. However, clinical trials that follow a unique protocol are "rate-limiting" and "time-consuming". Here also, to respond to the pandemic, the investigators are exploring innovative methods of data collection. Many developers are running clinical trials in parallel (phase I-II) to shorten the time for approval. Some have started collecting data on efficacy from phase II itself (IIb). There is an intense debate on whether challenge studies are ethical in COVID-19, assessing the risk to a healthy volunteer.[@bib56] If allowed and done, efficacy data on the COVID-19 vaccine shall be available in a matter of weeks rather than years. However, it will be dangerous to grant authorization without proof that the COVID-19 vaccine is immunogenic, effective, and safe.

### Success Rate {#sec4.1.2}

The second item which needs consideration is the success rate of vaccine development from clinical trial authorization to License. Typically, this rate was \<10% during the period 2000-2010. A 2016 study showed that around 20% of vaccine clinical trials make up from phase I to license.[@bib57] Of the 37 vaccines developed for the Ebola virus, only one was licensed based on efficacy and safety in the phase II trial. In the COVID-19 vaccine landscape, investigators have introduced a few new generation vaccines based on nucleic acid technology. Such vaccine technology is not in clinical practice against any infectious disease, and experts believe the success rate of such a vaccine to get licensed is not more than 5%.[@bib58] ^,^ [@bib59]

### Costs {#sec4.1.3}

It has also to be considered that vaccine development is a high cost and high-risk involvement.[@bib59] Apart from competition between other major vaccine manufacturers, the cost of developing a single new vaccine against an infectious disease exceeds US \$1 billion. The figure includes vaccines that are abandoned during the development process. Here, given impending human catastrophe and global devastation, several Governmental and nongovernmental agencies have supported institutions with sufficient funds. The Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) is a foundation that takes donations from public, private, philanthropic, and civil society organizations to finance independent research projects to develop vaccines against emerging infectious diseases. In March 2020, CEPI announced the US \$ 2 billion to accelerate the development of the COVID-19 vaccine.[@bib60] Similarly, the US Government has agreed to pay \$ 483 million to Moderna Inc. to develop the COVID-19 vaccine.[@bib61] The Canadian Government has initiated a CA \$ 1.3 billion innovation fund for vaccine research and development through 2022.[@bib62]

Platform Technology---A Gamechanger {#sec4.2}
-----------------------------------

The technology behind the development of vaccines in R&D has seen a transformation in the recent past. Over the year\'s candidate vaccines were made through traditional methods of biotechnology. Because of this making of a prototype vaccine took between 2 and 5 years and was limited to a few types of vaccines. It needed the availability of cutting-edge research facilities to work with the infectious agent and was possible only in few laboratories over the globe.[@bib58] ^,^ [@bib59] Recently, platform technology has been employed in developing candidate vaccines.[@bib63] ^,^ [@bib64] Platform technology offers several advantages in the development of vaccines which include automation, speed, ability to develop several prototype vaccines from the single system, cost-effectiveness, and developing among other complex mRNA vaccines with ease. It is believed that the mRNA-based vaccine developed by platform technology appears particularly promising in terms of ease of manufacture, adaptability to various targets, and biological delivery.[@bib65] As candidate vaccines can be developed in a matter of days rather than years, the platform technology has been termed as a single game-changer in the fight against epidemics or pandemics caused by new agents.[@bib66], [@bib67], [@bib68]

### COVID-19 Vaccine Platform Technologies {#sec4.2.1}

Researches are trialing several designs to develop candidate vaccines against COVID-19. Overall, 8 types of designs, under 4 broad groups have been tried to develop candidate COVID-19 vaccines ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ). Each vaccine design has a subtle structure, advantages, and disadvantages in immunogenicity, safety, ease of use, and effectiveness ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[@bib29] ^,^ [@bib69] ^,^ [@bib70] Table 2Various Types of VVaccines Categorized by the Antigen Used in the Preparation.Table 2VaccineStructureComments**Virus vaccines**AttenuatedVirus is weakened by passing through animal or human cells, until genome mutates and unable to cause diseaseInexpensive, rapid production\
Live vaccine, small chance of disease, replicates\
Needs cold chain\
Induces strong long-lasting T cell & B cell immune response\
Good for attaining herd immunity in the community\
Vaccine in use: BCG, Smallpox, MMR, Chickenpox, Rotavirus, Yellow fever, Polio (OPV)InactivatedVirus inactivated with formaldehyde or heatNoninfectious, cannot cause disease.\
Can be freeze dried, no cold chain needed\
Needs adjuvant for immune response\
Can cause T~H~2 cell skewed response (ADE)\
Vaccines in use: Polio (IPV), HAV, Rabies. Hepatitis A, rabies, Flu.\
Candidate COVID-19 vaccine: PiCoVacc (Sinovac Biotech)**Nucleic acid vaccines**DNA vaccineGene encoding antigenic components (Spike protein)Safe, cannot cause disease.\
Yet unproven in practice.\
Can cause T~H~2 cell skewed response (ADE) when used alone.\
Highly immunogenic, generate high titre neutralizing antibodies when given with inactivated vaccine.\
Electroporation device needed for delivery\
Candidate COVID-19 vaccine: INO-4800 (Inovio Pharma, CEPI, Korean Institute of Health, International Vaccine Institute)RNA vaccinemRNA vaccine for spike protein, with a lipid coatSafe, cannot cause disease,\
Can cause T~H~2 cell skewed response,\
Yet unproven in practice\
Candidate COVID-19 vaccine: mRNA-1273 (Moderna/NIAID). BNT162 (a1, b1, b2, c2) (BioNTech/Fosun Pharma/Pfizer)**Viral vector vaccines**ReplicatingAn unrelated virus like measles or adenovirus is genetically engineered to encode the gene of interestSafe,\
Induces strong T cell and B cell response,\
Vaccines in use: Hepatitis B, pertussis, pneumonia caused by *S. pneumoniae*, HPV, Hib (*Haemophilus influenza*)NonreplicatingAn unrelated virus like measles or adenovirus (with inactive gene) is genetically engineered to encode the gene of interestSafe,\
Need booster shots to induce long-term immunity,\
No vaccine licensed yet Candidate COVID vaccine: Ad5-nCoV (CanSino Biological Inc./Beijing Institute of Biotechnology). ChAdOx1-nCoV-19 (University of Oxford)**Protein-based vaccines**SubunitAntigenic components (spike protein) are generated *in vitro* and harvested for vaccineSafe,\
Need multiple dosing and adjuvantsVirus-like particlesEmpty virus shells with no genetic materialSafe,\
Strong immune response,\
Difficult to manufacture[^9]Table 3The Candidate COVID-19 Vaccines in Clinical Evaluation.Table 3Name of vaccine (Developer)Candidate vaccine (Platform)LocationCurrent stage (participants)Trial qualityStatus (completion date)**Ad5-nCoV** (CanSino Biological Inc./Beijing Institute of Biotechnology)Recombinant Adenovirus Type 5 Vector (Nonreplicating Viral Vector)ChinaPhase II (500)Safety & Immune response; Randomized double-blind placebo controlledRecruiting (Jan 2021).Phase I (108)Safety; 3 different dosesCompleted.**mRNA-1273** (Moderna/NIAID)Lipid nanoparticle-encapsulated mRNA (RNA)USAPhase II (IND submission)----Phase I[@bib45]Safety & immune response; 3 arms (dose 25, 100, 250 mcg)Recruiting (June 2021).**PiCoVacc** (Sinovac Biotech)Inactivated SARS-CoV + Alum (Inactivated)ChinaPhase I-II (144)Randomized double-blind single center placebo-controlledRecruiting (Dec 2020)**ChAdOx1 nCoV-19** (University of Oxford)Adenovirus vector (Nonreplicating Viral Vector)UKPhase I-II (510)Single-blinded randomized placebo controlled multicenter safety and efficacy.Recruiting (May 2021)**BNT162 (a1, b1, b2, c2)**\
(BioNTech/Fosun Pharma/Pfizer)Lipid nanoparticle-encapsulated---mRNA (RNA)GermanyPhase I-II (196)Safety & immune response; 4 vaccines, dose-escalation, parallel cohortRecruiting (May 2021)**INO-4800** (Inovio Pharmaceuticals, CEPI, Korean Institute of Health, International Vaccine Institute)DNA plasmid vaccine with electroporation (DNA)USA, South KoreaPlanning phase II-III trials.Safety and efficacy trial--Phase I-II[@bib40]Phase I in South Korea in parallel with phase I in the USA, completed phase I using 2 doses spaced 4 weeks apart.Results June 2020

Live-attenuated vaccine is developed by the process in which the live virus is passed through animal or human cells until genome mutates and is unable to cause disease. The weekend virus replicates like a natural infection and causes strong T cell and B cell immune response, which is long-lasting. Such vaccines are good to attain herd immunity in the population and block transmission of disease. However, there is a small chance of reversion of mutation to virulence and the occurrence of disease. Besides, such vaccines need a cold chain for distribution to the community. Examples of such vaccines are BCG, smallpox, MMR (Measles, Mumps, & Rubella), Rotavirus, Poliomyelitis (OPV), etc. Inactivated vaccines are treated with formaldehyde or heat, and as the virus is killed, such vaccines are safe and cannot cause disease. However, such vaccines do not replicate, cause a suboptimum immune response, and need repeated dosing and adjuvants to enhance immunity. ADE has been reported in such vaccines, and to avoid this, we need to maintain the structure of epitopes on the surface antigen during inactivation. Examples of such vaccines include poliomyelitis (IPV), HAV, rabies, etc.

Nucleic acid vaccines are the new generation vaccines, made available by modern technology. A DNA vaccine is made by inserting DNA encoding the antigen from the pathogen into plasmid DNA. RNA vaccines employ lipid-coated mRNA of the SARS-CoV-2 which expresses Spike protein. The expressed proteins are presented BY MHC class I to CD+ 8 T cells and inducing a strong T cell response. These vaccines are safe, easy to manufacture by the platform technology, and maybe gamechanger in the future of vaccines. As of today, there are no nucleic acid vaccines in clinical practice.

Recombinant vector virus vaccines are producing through recombinant DNA technology. This involves inserting the DNA, encoding an antigen from the pathogen into bacteria or virus vectors, expressing the antigen in these cells, and then purifying it from them.[@bib67] During vaccination, the vector replicates, and along with it, the encoded DNA is expressed and processed, giving robust T cell and B cell immune response. Vectors may be bacteria such as *E. coli* or viruses such as Adenovirus or poxvirus. Classical examples of vector vaccines are HBV, HPV, Whooping cough, Hib, and Meningococcus.

Subunit vaccines composed of purified antigen peptides of viruses like Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 and are safe to use. Such an antigen is directly presented to MCH class II and often does not generate a robust cytotoxic T cell response (MHC class I dependent). Thus, such vaccines need repeated dosing and adjuvants to enhance immunity. Virus-like particles are made from empty virus particles without genetic material. Such vaccines are safe and immunogenic, however, are difficult to manufacture.

COVID-19 Vaccines Landscape {#sec4.3}
---------------------------

There has been unprecedented fast track path taken in R&D by the World community for developing candidate COVID-19 vaccines. As of 5 May 2020, the global COVID-19 vaccine R&D includes 108 candidate vaccines.[@bib71] The platform for 108 candidate vaccines are diverse and include live-attenuated vaccine (n = 3), inactivated vaccine (n = 7), DNA vaccine (n = 10), RNA vaccine (n = 16), replicating viral vector vaccine (n = 12), nonreplicating viral vector vaccine (n = 15), protein subunit vaccine (n = 36), virus-like particles (n = 6), and unknown (n = 3). These platforms have been used in the past in 45 instances against a variety of infectious pathogens ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

### COVID-19 Candidate Vaccines {#sec4.3.1}

Till now, several candidate vaccines have completed the exploratory and preclinical stage, obtained Clinical Trial Authorization, and initiated recruitment of volunteers for clinical trials.[@bib72] Of these, 6 candidate vaccines stand at the forefront of clinical trials ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

*Ad5-nCoV* from CanSino Biologicals Inc. is a recombinant vaccine using Adenovirus-vector. CanSino has an adenovirus-vector vaccine for Ebola (Ad5-EBOV) that is in phase II trials. Phase I trial has been completed on 108 volunteers; however, results have not been disclosed as of today. At present phase II trials are underway, and CanSino plans to enroll 500 volunteers to evaluate vaccine safety and immunogenicity.[@bib73] ^,^ [@bib74]

*mRNA-1273* from Moderna is a lipid encapsulated mRNA vaccine and is undergoing safety and immune response phase I trial in Seattle. The company has filed for an IND to go for parallel phase II trials.[@bib61] ^,^ [@bib75]

*PiCoVacc* from Sinovac Biotech is an inactivated virus vaccine and is undergoing parallel phase I-II trials planned on 144 volunteers. Sinovac has partnered with US-based Dynavax. The vaccine produced neutralizing antibodies in mice, rats, and rhesus monkey which are protective in challenge experiments.[@bib47] ^,^ [@bib76]

*ChAdOx1* from the University of Oxford is an adenovirus vector-based vaccine and plans to run parallel phase I-II trials on 510 volunteers for safety and efficacy. The Oxford group has experience with candidate vaccine for MERS-CoV (ChAdOx-MERS) and has undergone a successful phase I trial for safety. The group is pushing ahead with an aggressive clinical plan and is talking of an emergency-use vaccine ready in September 2020.[@bib77], [@bib78], [@bib79]

*BNT162 (a1, b1, b2, c2)* from BioNTech is another lipid nanoparticle mRNA vaccine and has received clearance from regulatory authority form Germany to the start of phase I-II trials on 196 volunteers. The trial is dose escalation design (1--100 mcg) using 4 vaccine subtypes (a1, b1, b2, and c2). The developers have claimed to have an emergency-use vaccine by September 2020.[@bib80]

*INO-4800* from Inovio is a DNA plasmid vaccine. The company has experience with such platforms with candidate vaccines for MERS and SARS. The vaccine needs a delivery system through electroporation, which shall add to the cost of the vaccine. Phase I trial using 2 doses spaced 4 weeks apart has been completed, and results shall be available in June 2020. Inovio is planning to start phase II-III trials soon.[@bib81]

Numerous developers at present in the preclinical stage of vaccine development have indicated to procure "Clinical Trial Authorization" by the regulatory agencies and initiate "First-in-human vaccine" testing.

COVID-19 vaccine in the middle of a pandemic {#sec5}
============================================

A Race Against Time in the Middle of Death and Devastation {#sec5.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

COVID-19 vaccine development has thrown major challenges in vaccine R&D.[@bib82] The world is facing a major health catastrophe and economic devastation, and one of the definitive solutions is to have an effective and safe vaccine in the shortest possible time. The global vaccine R&D efforts have been unprecedented in history. The virus causing COVID-19 has been sequenced in a few weeks. Ordinarily, it has taken from 5 to 10 years to clone, and sequence a virus from the time the disease is discovered. There has been a tremendous race against time to develop candidate vaccine in a matter of few weeks, and as of now, 10 candidate vaccines have entered phase I-II clinical trials. It has taken us from 5 to 10 years in the history of vaccine development against other infectious agents to reach a stage as we are now with the COVID-19 vaccine. However, clinical trials as are undergoing now will be the greatest limiting factor, as these need time to acquire human data. Normally phase I, II, and III trials to be done on humans are completed between 2 and 5 years and sometimes more. This is necessary for qualifying a vaccine to be safe, immunogenic, and efficacious. As of today, candidate vaccines are undergoing phase I or parallel I-II studies and shall take several months for acquiring these data to start phase III trials. Phase III trial once initiated can take as long as 2 years. To compress the period, vaccine developers are involved in adopting parallel and adaptive development phases (I-II) to acquire safety and immunogenicity data as soon as possible to initiate phase III trials. By any imagination, these data shall not be available by early 2021 for any vaccine for regulatory authorities to allow vaccine marketing. COVID-19 vaccines could be available for human use earlier if innovative methods of clinical trials and regulatory processes are employed. One such is the use of "Challenge studies" to testify vaccine efficacy.[@bib56] Here, following proof of safety and immunogenicity in phase I-II trials, controlled "challenge studies" which can be completed in a matter of weeks are done to confirm vaccine efficacy. Challenge studies have been done in the past in other infectious diseases namely influenza, typhoid fever, cholera, and malaria. Whether "challenge studies" are ethical in COVID-19, considering the risk to the volunteer is a matter of debate before the vaccine developers.[@bib83] Also, regularity authorities can use innovative procedures to allow guarded emergency use of a vaccine. This would need careful consideration of interventional animal safety data and data of safety, immunogenicity, and efficacy acquired from phase I-II trials. With all this, vaccine developers have to be ready to scale manufacturing capacity to massive demands once the product is allowed for marketing.[@bib25]

No "Quick Fix" and "Short Cuts" Please {#sec5.2}
--------------------------------------

However, concerns are raised about a rush to deploy a COVID-19 vaccine. Applying "quick fix" and "short cuts" can lead to errors with disastrous consequences.[@bib84] What regulators have to worry about is the atmosphere of hype about the COVID-19 vaccine? Public claims about breakthrough research based on poorly conducted studies or data collected through fraud is a real possibility. All data which form the basis of any findings need to be scrutinized and should be confirmed by other investigators. Relaxion on regulatory principles based on political pressure and goodwill needs to be resisted, and one needs to protect the interests of volunteers who are a part of such experiments.[@bib85] Finally, vaccine development is a risky process, and one critical issue in the COVID-19 vaccine would be the occurrence of ADE which may be disastrous for those receiving the vaccine.[@bib49] ^,^ [@bib50] Regulators have to take all precautions to discourage candidate vaccines which may show such a phenomenon.
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[^1]: This figure includes vaccines that are abandoned during the development process.

[^2]: Vaccine Efficacy (VE) = (Iu-Iv/Iu) ×100= (1-Iv/Iu) ×100= (1-RR) ×100%. (Iv = incidence in vaccine group, Iu = incidence in unvaccinated group, RR = relative risk).

[^3]: Platform technology has shortened time for vaccine production from years to days.

[^4]: Clinical trials are rate-limiting in vaccine marketing.

[^5]: Human challenge studies can be done in phase IIa in certain diseases where the challenge is ethical.

[^6]: Phase IIb studies can provide data on efficacy in regions with a high prevalence of the disease in the community.

[^7]: The cost of developing a vaccine from research and discovery to product registration is around US\$ 1 Billion.

[^8]: The overall success rate for vaccine development is around 15%.

[^9]: ADE, antibody-dependent enhancement.
